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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose path accommodation methods for unidirectional rings based on an optical compression TDM (OCTDM)
technology. We first derive a theoretical lower bound on the numbers of slots and frames, in order to allocate all paths among
nodes. Three path accommodation algorithms for the all–optical access are next proposed to achieve the lower bound as close as
possible. Path splitting is next considered to improve the traffic accommodation. Finally, we analyze the packet delay time for
given numbers of slots/frames, which are decided by our proposed algorithms. Numerical examples are also shown to examine
the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms including path accommodation and path–splitting methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A packet–switched ring with all–optical access can be realized by optical wavelength multiplexing (WDM) or optical time–
division multiplexing (OTDM) techniques. In a last few years, it becomes evident that an optical pulse compression/expansion
technology [1–3] is useful for the OTDM rings, which is called OCTDM (Optical Compression TDM). OCTDM can provide
high–speed backbone networks with one to tens of Gbps [4,5]. As described in [4], as the optical node of the OCTDM ring
receives the packet from LAN, bit intervals are shortened to fit the time–slot length of the backbone ring. When receiving the
packet at the destination node, it is lengthened to fit the LAN speed.

In OCTDM, we need some routing policy to decide how each slot within a frame is used by every node pair. In the
conventional TDM, it is easy to accommodate the traffic on the ring as the following way. Suppose that the ring hasN nodes,
numbered from0 to N − 1. The ith slot within the frame (consisting ofN slots) is allocated to theith source node. The
ith source node always transmits the packet on theith slot. The destination node can retrieve the packet by observing the
destination address in the header. It implies that the destination node can receive at mostN − 1 packets within the frame time.
In OCTDM, on the contrary, the number of slots transmitted (and received) within the frame should be limited by the number
of transceivers since it employs the optical pulse compression/expansion for ring access [6]. The path accommodation methods
suitable to OCTDM with bidirectional rings is shown in [7].

In this paper, we first propose the path accommodation methods for unidirectional rings with OCTDM. The path–splitting
method is next investigated to improve the degree of path accommodation. We had not considered it with bidirectional rings
in [7]. An ideal realization of optical networks is achieved by all–optical connection between every node pair. However the
performance of OCTDM rings can be actually improved by carefully splitting several paths at intermediate nodes unless an
OE/EO conversion is not a bottleneck. See Section 5.4. In this paper, we first describe the path accommodation methods for
all–optical access, by which we try to obtain the theoretical lower bound in the number of slots/frames. If it is unable, we allow
some all–optical paths to be split in order to achieve higher performance. A similar idea of path–splitting is presented in [8] for
WDM rings.

As a related work, the path allocation method for the WDM ring is shown in [9,10]. In [9], a cost effective design method
is proposed for accommodating awavelength path for every node pair. In their method, the number of wavelengths is a limited
resource. In their companion paper [11], the time needed to accommodate all paths for a given number of wavelengths is also
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obtained. They consider the fixed packet length, and therefore, the time is slotted in the WDM system. Thus, their system
becomes similar to our OCTDM ring. However, they do not obtain the packet transmission time, which will be presented in the
current paper. Also, path–splitting is not considered in [9–11].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first describe a OCTDM ring structure and our model.
In Section 3, we derive the theoretical lower bound on the number of frames necessary to accommodate all paths for given
parameters (the numbers of transmitters/receivers and time–slots). In Section 4, three path accommodation algorithms are
considered, and we propose a traffic splitting access method suitable to the OCTDM ring. The effectiveness of those algorithms
is then compared based on the theoretical lower bounds shown in Section 3. In Section 5, we analytically obtain and evaluate
the packet delay time. Conclusions and future works are summarized in Section 6.

2. THE OPTICAL PULSE COMPRESSION/EXPANSION TECHNIQUE AND
THE STRUCTURES OF THE OCTDM RING

2.1. Optical Pulse Compression/Expansion Technique

An optical pulse compression/expansion technology is promising to realize the very high-speed backbone ring [6]. When the
packet is put on the optical line, a bit interval is compressed by using the fiber delay loop (Fig. 1). Since the compression
rate with one loop is limited, high compression rate can be achieved by using several steps if it cannot be realized at a time.
Also, the compression/expansion frequency at each compression/expansion device is limited; consecutive packets compres-
sions/expansions need some optical compression/expansion devices at each access point. A semiconductor optical amplifier
(SOA) and the switch (SW) are inserted on the loop to compensate the loss on the fiber delay loop. Then, the packet is transmit-
ted onto the ring. When the packet is received from the optical line to LAN, bit expansion is performed as a reverse procedure
of bit compression. More details of the optical pulse compression technique are described in [1–3].
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Figure 1. Bit Compression Device

2.2. Structure and Access Method of the OCTDM Ring

For explaining the structure of the OCTDM ring, we first introduce some notations. We consider an unidirectional ring with
capacityBR[bps]. It hasN nodes on the ring, being time slotted. Each frame is fixed–time length havingK slots. The nodes
are numbered clockwise from 0 toN − 1. Nodei and Nodei + 1 are connected by linki. See also Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows the access method to the ring at each node. Packets arriving at the node from LAN are first queued at
electronic buffers. The separate buffers are prepared according to the destination node. The arriving packet is divided into
mini–packets to be fitted into one time–slot. After the mini–packet is optically compressed by the fiber delay loop, it is put on
the slot, which is allocated to the source/destination node pair in advance. When receiving the packet (consisting of several
mini–packets) from the ring, the packet is reconstructed and is forwarded to the destination LAN.

The transmission speed of the mini–packet is identical to the backbone OCTDM ring. However, there is a limit on the
number of mini–packets that the transmitter with a bit compression device can put on the slot due to speed mismatching
between backbone ring and LANs. For example, when 622 Mbps LAN is connected to 40 Gbps (622 Mbps× 64) backbone
ring, the node needs some optical bit compression devices by which each mini–packet is compressed into 64 times bit rate.
While processing such a compression, each transmitter with the device cannot access to the backbone. Therefore, we consider
that each transmitter can put only one mini–packet during the fixed time duration, which is referred to asframe (Fig. 4) in
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this paper. The number of mini–packets that each receiver can receive within the frame is also limited to one. So, the length
of the frame should be define by each transmitter/receiver’s compression/expansion ratio. The required number of slots to
accommodate all the paths between every source–destination pair is called assuper–frame (Fig. 4), and the super–frame may
consist of several frames. On the ring, the super–frame is cyclically carried.

If some node has a multiple number of transmitters (receivers), it can transmit (receive) more than one mini–packets within
the frame, which possible leads to the shorter length of the super-frames. However, transmitters/receivers are costly, and those
are limited resources in the OCTDM ring.

In this paper, we first focus on the optimal path accommodation method to minimize the numbers of frames/slots in the next
section.

3. LOWER BOUNDS OF SUPER–FRAME LENGTH

3.1. Introduction of Notations

We assume that nodei is equipped with the numbersTi of transmitters andRi of receivers. LetT = {T0, T1, · · · , TN−1} and
R = {R0, R1, · · · , RN−1} be sets of the transmitters and receivers, respectively. We use the notationT = j if every node on
the ring has an identical numberj of transmitters; i.e.,T = {j, j, · · · , j}. Similarly,R = k shows that every node can receive
k mini-packets within a frame.

The traffic streams between every node pair are allocated to some slots within a super-frame according to the real traffic
volume (referred to [12–14]). In this paper, each traffic stream constructing their slots is called a “path”.



The path from source nodei to destination node(i+s) is represented by(i, s), wheres is a clockwise distance between two
nodes in hop counts. To make representation simple in the following presentation, we will allow to usek (≥ N ) in representing
the node number. In that case,k should be read asmod(k,N ).

Our main purpose of this section is to determine the number of slots for each source/destination pair within a super–frame.
Since we treat the accommodation methods of slots within the frame, we want to represent the traffic demand matrix in the unit
of slots. In this and next sections, we assume that the traffic load is expressed in integer values, i.e., the required number of
slots for path(i, s) takes an integer valuec(i,s). A N byN matrixC = {c(i,s)} is given as the traffic load matrix. Hereafter, we
implicitly assume that the total sum of the traffic load does not exceed the backbone ring capacity, so that it is always possible
to accommodate all of paths.

3.2. Theoretical Lower Bounds

In this subsection, we derive the theoretical lower bound of the super–frame length for givenN (the number of nodes),T (a set
of the numbers of transmitters),R (a set of the numbers of receivers),K (the number of time–slots within the frame), andC (a
traffic load matrix). We define it asLB(N, T ,R,K,C). Note that the theoretical lower bound in WDM rings was investigated
in [11] under the conditions (1) that the numbers of transmitters and receivers provided by all nodes are identical, and (2) that
the traffic load is uniform. The case of the bidirectional OCTDM rings is treated in [7]. We extend those methods for our
unidirectional OCTDM ring in the below.

(A) The case where every node on the ring hasK transmitters/receivers, andK is finite

We first consider the case where the numbers of transmitters/receivers at every node areK respectively, it means the numbers
are left out of consideration, i.e, each node can access to every slot on the ring, but time–slotsK is finite. We denote the total
number of paths on linki by n(i), which can be determined from the traffic load matrixC as:

n(i) =
i+N∑

j=i+2

N−1∑
s=(i+N+1)−j

c(j,s). (1)

Since each frame hasK slots, the numberK of paths can be set up in each frame on linki. It requires
⌈

n(i)

K

⌉
frames to allocate

all paths on linki. The theoretical lower bound of the super–frame length,LB(N,−,−,K,C), is thus given as:

LB(N,−,−,K,C) = max
0≤i≤N−1

⌈
n(i)

K

⌉
. (2)

(B) The case whereK is infinite, but the numbers of transmitters/receivers at every node are finite

In this case, the total number of paths from sender nodei to the other receiver nodes is given by:

sp
(i) =

N−1∑
s=1

c(i,s). (3)

Similarly, the total number of paths from sender nodes (except nodei) to the receiver nodei is given by:

rp
(i) =

N−1∑
k=0

c(k,i−k). (4)

Since the number of slots in each frame is infinite, the number of paths allocated for nodei is bounded by the numbers of
transmitters (Ti) and receivers (Ri). That is,LB(N, T ,∞,∞, C) andLB(N,∞,R,∞, C) are derived as;

LB(N, T ,∞,∞, C) = max
0≤i≤N−1

⌈
s
(i)
p

Ti

⌉
, (5)

LB(N,∞,R,∞, C) = max
0≤i≤N−1

⌈
r
(i)
p

Ri

⌉
. (6)



From the above two cases (A) and (B), we can determineLB(N, T ,R,K,C) using Eqs. (2), (5) and (6) as follows;

LB(N, T ,R,K,C) = max
0≤i≤N−1

(⌈
n(i)

K

⌉
,

⌈
s
(i)
p

Ti

⌉
,

⌈
r
(i)
p

Ri

⌉)
. (7)

From Eq. (7), we can observe that the length of the super–frame can become smaller if terms in Eq. (7) are uniformly distributed
for given numbers of transmitters/receivers and the number of time–slots in the frame. Then we have the ring with higher
throughput.

4. PATH ACCOMMODATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we propose three path accommodation methods. Each of those path accommodation algorithms that we propose
decides an allocation order of paths within frames. The lower bound developed in the previous section could be achieved if
the algorithm works well and transmitters and receivers are effectively used. In what follows, we will first present the path
accommodation method in the case with all–optical access case in Subsection 4.1. The case with path–splitting access is then
treated in Subsection 4.2, where some paths are splitted at some node between source/destination nodes, in order to achieve the
shorter super–frame. Subsection 4.3 is devoted to present the numerical examples.

4.1. All–Optical Access
To achieve the lower bound, we will first describe the algorithm A1, where the longest path is always examined in path
allocation. In the algorithm A2, the weights of links and the number of transceivers are taken into account. The algorithm A3
reflects the accommodation balance for the effective use of the slots.

4.1.1. Algorithm A1

We first show the algorithm A1, which attempts to assign slots to the longest path first. It is simple in the sense that it does not
consider the traffic load condition on every link and node. The algorithm A1 first finds the source/destination pairs requesting
the path with longest distance (i.e.,s = N − 1). For those paths, the slot is assigned from source node 0 to(N − 1) if the
source/destination pair requests such a path. The transmitter for the source node and the receiver for the destination node are
assigned to accept those paths. Then, next longest paths with distances = N − 2 are assigned. All paths are examined until
paths with distance 1 are assigned slots.

The algorithm is summarized in the below. The attempt to set up the path first checks to see if transmitters, receivers, and
slots are available on path (i, s) whenc(i,s) ≥ 1 (see Line 7:). If it is true, path(i, s) is actually set. Then,c(i,s) is decremented
by one.

Algorithm A1

1: Init: the super frame length = 1
2: while (every path cannot be set up)
3: if (a path cannot be set up at all)
4: the super frame length++
5: for (s= N-1;s >= 1;s--)
6: for (i=0; i <= N-1; i++)
7: Attempt to set the path(i, s)
8: Finally obtain the super frame length

4.1.2. Algorithm A2

We next present the algorithm A2, which first attempts to set the path using largest elements of traffic weight matrix with respect
to links, transmitters, and receivers. Here, the traffic weight matrixCW = {w(i,s)} is defined as

w(i,s) =

{ ∑i+s−1

k=i
n(k)

K + sp
(i)

Ti
+ rp

(i+s)

Ri+s
, if c(i,s) > 0,

0, otherwise.
(8)

The setup is first tried for the path with the element with a maximum value inCW . During algorithm execution, the traffic load
matrixC is updated such that the paths that having been set up are excluded. The traffic weight matrixCW should also reflect
changes ofC. The algorithm is summarized in the below.



Algorithm A2

1: Init: the super frame length = 1
2: while (every path cannot be set up)
3: CW is updated fromC
4: while (a path can be set up)
5: Try to set the path with a maximum element ofCW

6: If cannot, set the element value to be 0
7: the super frame length++
8: Finally obtain the super frame length

4.1.3. Algorithm A3

In the third algorithm A3, we consider the accommodation balance for the most effective use of each slot on every link. Namely,
a first step of the algorithm A3 is to set the two paths between two nodes, which are located on the opposite angle of rings. Two
paths between arbitrary two nodes are also chosen at the same time. When the traffic load is non–uniform, every paths are not
always set up at the same time. Thus, each path should be set up independently. The algorithm is summarized in the below.

Algorithm A3

1: Init: the super frame length = 1
2: while (every path cannot be set up)
3: if (a path cannot be set up at all)
4: the super frame length++
5: for (i=0 ; i <= 
N

2 � − 1; i++)

6: Attempt to set each path(i, N
2 ) and(i + N

2 ,
N
2 )

7: for (s=1; s <= 
N
2
� − 1; s++)

8: for (i=0 ; i <= N-1 ; i++)
9: Set each path(i, s) and(i + s,N − s)
10: Finally obtain the super frame length

4.2. Path–Splitting Access (Multi–Hop Routing)

i i+r i+s

( i , r ) ( i+r , s-r )

( i , s )
( i , s )

(a) All–Optical Paths

i i+r i+s

( i , s )

( i , r ) ( i+r , s-r )

( i , r, s )

(b) Path–Splitting

Figure 5. Difference of All–Optical and Path–Splitting Accesses

In the previous subsection, we have proposed three path accommodation algorithms for all–optical access. Those aim at
achieving the theoretical lower bound of the super–frame length as close as possible. However, it often fails (see the next
subsection for numerical examples). In this subsection, we therefore consider the path–splitting access by dividing several
paths in order to attain the lower bound more closely.
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Figure 6. Traffic Matrices for Numerical Examples

As an example, see Fig. 5. Suppose that in the case of all–optical access (Fig. 5(a)), two all–optical slots are set up between
two nodesi andi + s (path (i, s)), and other paths between nodesi andi + r (path (i, r)), and between nodesi + r andi + s
(path (i+ r, s− r)) exist. If there exist more the other traffic between nodesi andi+ s than that between nodesi andi+ r, and
betweeni + r andi + s, it is natural to split one direct optical path (i, s) into two paths as shown in Fig. 5(b). Then, we still
need only three slots within the frame. We refer such a path(i, s) divided into path(i, r) and path(i + r, s− r) to a splitting
path(i, r, s). By splitting a path into two paths, an OE/EO conversion is necessary at nodei + r for the traffic between nodes
i andi + s. It means that the packet relaying delay is incurred at nodei + r. However, we can expect the shorter length of the
super–frame if path–splitting is adequately established.

The purpose of this subsection is to propose the path–splitting algorithm, and numerical results will be presented in the next
subsection. The packet delay including possible path–splitting will be provided in the next section.

In our path–splitting method, we use the set of paths established by one of three path accommodation methods in the
previous subsection. Then, we choose the path with the maximal value ofCW as a candidate of path–splitting. Then, the
node with the transmitters/receivers having the lowest weight along the path is selected as its splitting point. Consequently, the
splitting nodei + r is chosen if

min
1≤r<s

r
(i+r)
p

Ri+r
+

s
(i+r)
p

Ti+r
. (9)

In this way, the traffic matrix is reconstructed. After our proposed algorithm (A1, A2 or A3) is applied, the path–splitting
is finally performed so that the super–frame length becomes smaller than the input. The super–frame length approaches the
theoretical lower bound by repeating the above procedure. If not, the iteration is terminated.
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Figure 7. Comparisons of Lower Bounds and Super–frame Lengths by Three Algorithms

4.3. Numerical Examples of Algorithms and Access Methods

In this subsection, we first compare three algorithms A1, A2 and A3 presented in the previous subsection. The number of
nodes,N , is fixed at 32. For the traffic load matrices, we will considerC1 (Fig. 6(a)),C2 (Fig. 6(b)) andC3 (Fig. 6(c)). The
characteristics of those traffic matrices are summarized below.

• C1: a uniform traffic load.

• C2: all paths except the ones with destination node31 are uniform. The load of paths from any source node to destination
node31 is twice larger than that of others.

• C3: the load of each path is randomly decided between 0 and 3.

We assume that the numbers of transmitters/receivers per node are identically set; i.e.,T = R.

Figs. 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) show the super–frame lengths obtained by applying three algorithms to the traffic matrixC 1, C2

andC3 for all–optical access, respectively. In obtaining these figures, two cases for the number of transceivers are considered;
T = R = 1 andT = R = 2. The horizontal axis (4 ≤ K ≤ 32) shows the number of slots within the frame, and the vertical
axis does the length of the super–frame in slots. From those figures, we can observe that the algorithm A3 gives good results



for matrixC1 andC2. On the other hand, the algorithms A1 and A2 are better than A3 for matrixC 3 especially in the case of
T = R = 2. That is, figures show that at least one of those algorithms can offer the good result close to the theoretical lower
bounds, but we cannot find the best one always offering the shortest super–frame. It was confirmed by an extensive evaluation
of the other cases with various combination of parameters. Thus, our recommendation is that all three algorithms should be
performed, and the best one is chosen to set up the optical paths.

Table 1. Results by Path Splitting for Traffic Load MatrixC 2

# of Transmitters, # of the Theoretical All-Optical Access Path Splitting Access
Receivers slots (K) LB A1 A2 A3 A1 # of splitting A2 # of splitting A3 # of splitting

1 11 62 77 67 63 64 13 66 1 62 1
1 12 62 69 65 63 65 4 63 2 62 1
1 13 62 68 64 63 63 5 62 2 62 1
2 11 48 55 52 49 51 13 50 5 48 1
2 12 44 52 50 45 47 10 48 5 44 1
2 13 41 49 47 42 45 11 44 6 41 1
2 14 38 46 44 39 41 12 41 7 38 (14,1,17) 1
2 15 36 44 43 37 39 13 39 10 36 1
2 16 33 40 40 34 37 5 38 4 33 1
2 26 31 33 32 32 32 1 31 3 31 2

In the figure, it can also be observed that in several parameter regions, none of three methods can achieve the theoretical
lower bounds closely. In those cases, we can expect the effect of the path–splitting access. The results against the matrixC2

are shown in Table 1. Values in first two columns corresponds to the parameters, by which all of three path accommodation
methods did not achieve good results for the super–frame length. As stated above, the algorithm A3 exhibits better results
for matrixC2 than others. It can be confirmed by the column labelled by “All–Optical Access.” The last column labelled by
“Path–Splitting Access” shows the results by path–splitting. We find that path–splitting access can decrease the super–frame
length to the theoretical lower bound in these cases. For example, in the case ofT = R = 2 andK = 14, all–optical path
(14, 17) is split at node 15 into two paths(14, 1) and(15, 16) as shown in the table. One possible problem by path–splitting is
that the packet transmission delay is increased by introducing the packet relay time at the intermediate node even though the
super–frame length is shortened. We therefore need to examine the packet transmission delay, which will be provided in the
next section.

5. ANALYSIS OF PACKET DELAY TIMES

In this section, we analyze the packet average delay time for both all–optical and path–splitting accesses. The case of the
uniform traffic load in all–optical access is first treated in Subsection 5.1. The result is then modified to derive the approximate
packet delay time for the non–uniform traffic load in Subsection 5.2. The packet delay time for path–splitting access is next
considered in Subsection 5.3. We will derive the packet delay time from source nodei to destination nodei + s (i.e., on the
path(i, s)). Numerical examples are finally provided in Subsection 5.4.

5.1. Packet Delay Times for the Uniform Traffic Load with All–Optical Access

By letting the capacity of the unidirectional ring beBR [bps], one slot time denoted byt [s] is given by

t =
(Sh + Sp) · 8

BR
, (10)

whereSh [byte] andSp [byte] are the header and payload sizes of the mini–packet. The propagation delay between nodesi

and(i + s) is denoted byW (i,s)
p [s]. Further, the number of frames in the super–frame is represented byr, which has been

determined by our path accommodation algorithms presented in the previous section. Then, the number of slots contained in
the super–frame,D, is given byK · r, whereK is the number of time–slots per frame.

We assume that at source nodei, packets destined for node(i+ s) arrive according to a Poisson distribution with rateλ(i,s).
Hereafter, we will derive the mean packet delay time for this stream. The packet length in bytes has a general distribution with



probability functionf , and we represent its mean byPB [byte]. The traffic load (in bps) for path(i, s) is then given by

B
(i,s)
f =

λ(i,s) · PB · 8
t

. (11)

Further, we introduce the random variablePm, representing the number of mini–packets in the packet. Its probability function,
g(n) (n = 1, 2, . . .), is given by

g(n) = Prob[Pm = n] =
Sp·n∑

x=Sp(n−1)+1

f(x). (12)

Our objective is to derive the packet delay timeW (i,s) [s] on path(i, s), which consists of four components;

W (i,s) =
[
D

2
+ W (i,s)

q + (E[TF ] − (D − 1))
]
· t + W (i,s)

p . (13)

The last term,W (i,s)
p , is the propagation delay from source nodei to destination node(i + s). The first term in braces is

necessary because we consider the random arrival of packets, and the packet should wait the half of the super–frame in average.
It corresponds to the time duration that the first mini–packet can be put on the slot assigned to that path since it reaches the head
of the packet buffer. We next examine the third term in braces. The random variableTF [slots] in the term shows the mean time
to transmit all mini–packets contained in the packet from the time when the designated packet reaches the head of the queue.
Since it needs the numberE[Pm] of super–frames, the following equation holds;

E[TF ] = D ·E[Pm]. (14)

The subtraction ofD − 1 fromE[TF ] is necessary since we consider the time interval until the last mini–packet is put onto the

ring. The second term of the right hand side in Eq. (13),W
(i,s)
q , corresponds to the queueing time at the source node buffer

until the packet reaches the head of the queue. By applying the Pollaczek–Khinchin formula, it can be obtained by

W (i,s)
q =

λ(i,s)E[T 2
F ]

2(1− λ(i,s)E[TF ])
, (15)

whereE[T 2
F ] is given byD2E[Pm

2].

By rewriting Eq. (13) using Eqs. (14) and (15), we finally have

W (i,s) =
[

λ(i,s)D2E[Pm
2]

2(1 − λ(i,s)DE[Pm])
+D

(
E[Pm] − 1

2

)
+ 1
]
· t + W (i,s)

p . (16)

5.2. Extension to the Non–Uniform Traffic Load Case in All–Optical Access

In the case of the non–uniform traffic load, two or more slots may be assigned within a single super–frame for the source/destination
pair. The positions of assigned slots must depend on the path accommodation algorithm, and the intervals of slots may be ir-
regular. Those make it impossible to derive the packet transmission time in an exact form. Hence, we introduce the assumption
that assigned slots are uniformly distributed within the super–frame. More specifically, the chance to transmit the mini–packet
destined for node(i + s) visits source nodei everyD/c(i,s) slots. Note thatD andc(i,s) mean the number of slots of the
super–frame and the number of slots assigned to path(i, s) during the super–frame, respectively.

By the above assumption, the mean packet delay can be derived by modifying Eq. (16) as

W (i,s) =
[

λ(i,s)(D/c(i,s))2E[Pm
2]

2(1 − λ(i,s)(D/c(i,s))E[Pm])
+

D

c(i,s)

(
E[Pm] − 1

2

)
+ 1
]
· t + W (i,s)

p . (17)
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5.3. The Case of the Path–Splitting Access

If all–optical path(i, s) is divided into two paths(i, r) and(i + r, s− r), the mini–packets on the path–splitting path(i, r, s) is
electronically stored at the splitting nodei+ r after OE conversion. Each mini–packet has to wait for a next time–slot allocated
for the splitting nodei+ r for that path. We assume that those mini–packets are transmitted on each slot by distinguishing with
packets by other all–optical accesses. See Fig. 5(b). Then, the packet delay timeW (i,s) for path–splitting access is represented
by

W (i,s) =

[
λ(i,s)( D

c(i,s) )2E[P 2
m]

2(1 − λ(i,s)( D
c(i,s) )E[Pm])

+
D

c(i,s)

(
E[Pm] − 1

2

)
+ 1 +

∑
1≤r<s

c(i,r,s)

c(i,s)

(
D

2c(i,r,s)
+ e

) · t + W (i,s)
p , (18)

wherec(i,r,s) is the number of the splitting paths(i, r, s), ande is the packet relay time at each splitting node, which is assumed
to be the one super–frame length,D in the next examples.

5.4. Numerical Examples and Discussions

In the following numerical examples, we assume that the distribution of the packet size follows the geometric function;

f(x) = (1 − 1/PB)x−1 × 1/PB. (19)

The mean packet sizePB is set to be 500 [byte], and the header and payload sizes of the mini–packet, (Sh andSp) be 2 [byte],
53 [byte], respectively. The ring capacity,BR, is fixed at 40 [Gbps].

Figure 8 shows the results of the average packet delay time against the traffic load matrixC2 (Fig. 6(b)). Here, the numbers
of transceivers are identically set to be 2 at every node, i.e.,T = R = 2. The number of time–slots per frame is 14 [slot]
(K = 14). See the corresponding row of Table 1. The super–frame lengths of the theoretical lower bound, all–optical accesses
by algorithm A1, A2 and A3, and path–splitting access are 38, 46, 44, 39 and 38, respectively. In the result, we set the
propagation delays,W (i,s)

p ’s, to be 0 since our primary concern in this subsection is to compare all–optical accesses by three
algorithms (A1, A2 and A3) and the path–splitting access.

In Fig. 8, both cases of all–optical access (by three algorithms) and path–splitting access are shown. The packet delay by
the theoretical lower bound are also shown. As shown in the figure, achieving the shorter super–frame can lead to the smaller



packet delay times. It can be observed by comparing the results of algorithms A1, A2 and A3. However, path–splitting should
be carefully treated; when the traffic load is high, splitting the path can decrease the packet transmission time. As the traffic load
becomes low, however, path–splitting increases the packet transmission delay since it introduces an extra delay at the splitting
node.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated the path accommodation methods for the unidirectional OCTDM ring, and
analyzed the packet transmission time. We have first derived the theoretical lower bound for the length of the super–frame,
in which all paths among nodes are perfectly allocated. Three path accommodation algorithms for all–optical access are next
proposed to treat the non–uniform traffic load. Path–splitting access is then treated to decrease the super–frame length. Our
algorithm can achieve it, but the result should be carefully examined since the packet transmission time may be increased by
introducing path–splitting. It can be checked by our analysis methods.

As future research works, the reliability issue for OCTDM rings should be investigated. We should also study on the
effectiveness of the optical compression TDM/WDM where the optical compression is applied to each of multiple wavelengths
in WDM.
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